Engineers Visit the Lab

On September 2\textsuperscript{nd}, Senior Process Engineer Robert Johnson visited the lab. Shown here are Olga and Hui Tian with Mr. Johnson going over data from their current project.

On September 9\textsuperscript{th}, Lan Ce Nevala visited the lab. He is a staff engineer from Minnesota. Here Olga and Hui Tian show Mr. Ce Nevala how to use the AFM.

Jefferson Lab Celebrates their 25\textsuperscript{th} Anniversary

At the ceremony on September 29\textsuperscript{th}, Department of Energy Secretary Steven Chu delivered the keynote address. He spoke about the importance of continued research in the area of nuclear physics and the current administration’s commit to increase funding over the next 10 years.

Jefferson Lab Director Hugh Montgomery speaks to an audience of over 800 people who attended the lab’s 25th anniversary event.